integraSoft’s Base ERP supports your financial growth strategies and comparisons that give you the critical information needed to predict business performance. Base Edition is usable as an on premise or cloud deployed solution.

Is ERP Base Right for Me?
The ERP Base Edition is designed to deliver essential functionality with exceptional value. It is tailored for single warehouse companies currently achieving $1-3 million in sales and employing 10-15. This edition offers you the building blocks to the next step in business growth, by maximizing your resources and enabling your field sales reps.

Spotlight: Customer self-service inquiry
-Enable customers to answer questions and track orders 24/7 to stay informed without tying up additional resources

Grow your business today. Request an integraSoft demo and see for yourself how to streamline your back office processes and gain the visibility you need to make better faster decisions.
Business Analytics - integraERP’s Dashboard delivers the metrics to monitor your business performance. This statistical data gives you the information needed to measure past performance and give you insight into your organizational business planning. Design your own Dynamic Data Views, Automatically deliver key performance reports to your E-Mail or save directly to your dashboard for quick and easy retrieval.

Financial Management - Core financial feature functionality that helps you optimize assets and manage costs. Statement Writer, our financial report writer, gives you the ability to design financial reports tailored to your needs. Statement Writer increases productivity and provides integraSoft users with the key information to make core business decisions.

Customer Service - Easily track your shipments to answer customer questions and optimize your selling on a per-customer basis with extensive discount and pricing options. Easily identify outstanding customer orders and quote orders to prevent errors in communication which can cost your business. Customers can answer questions through our integraLink portal and online knowledge base to keep you caught up without slowing down.

Distribution Management - Manage your inventory with metrics reporting on units per month to help determine demand. Automatically alert your purchasing dept when stocks get low. Apply our Shipping Interface to easily exchange order and tracking information with FedEx and UPS. Automated procurement and order fulfillment help to streamline your day-to-day operations and ramp up the velocity of your business.

E-commerce Solutions - Answer customer questions 24/7 with our optimized integraStore e-commerce application. Customers can look up order history, past pricing, and shipping status at their leisure to stay happy and informed without costing your business time and resources.

Sales Force Mobility - Utilize our integraRep solution to provide your outside sales reps with a localized solution to answer customer questions and move your product quickly and effectively. Monitor the status of orders to keep customers in the loop without taking extra time to consult the main office.